
Post-Visit Report 
 
Date/Time: March 22th, 2012 (3:00-4:30 PM) 
Place: Cindy’s house, & Church, Los Guandúles, Santo Domingo  
Trainer/Reporter: Jong-Hyon Shin, Savings groups specialist, Good Neighbors  
Attendees: 5 women & 3 men + Luisa Heekyung Lee (took pictures and edited) 
 
Objective: To learn how to conduct a loan meeting 
  
Activities: Calculating loan & interest  
 
Results & Observation 
This week the meeting took place on Thursday due to trainers’ unavailability on Tuesday. The meeting 
took place in 40 min of delay since Cindy’s husband fell ill and she was not in her house. The group 
gathered when she finally came home. Meanwhile pastor learned from trainer how to administer and 
calculate loans and facilitated the session with the group. People found it difficult to understand the 
fixed monthly interest rate until the 100% repayment, since initially the interest rate was going to be 
changing as the capital is reduced, but with time many of them seemed to capture the concept well 
(The change was made because of the experiment in Colombia with over 700 savings groups, in which 
groups with fixed interest rate performed much better than groups with changing interest rate) 
 
The group decided to form only one savings groups, since Cindy’s group wanted to join Pastor’s group. 
They said “People like easy things and do not like to participate in meetings and make decision. The 
emotion has gone.” It looks like many people in the community seem to live on a whim. They get 
suddenly excited, but when the emotion subsides and realize that things require effort, they tend to 
withdraw. How to keep the interest level high and make things look less difficult will be a challenge in 
working with Guandules groups. Probably healthy competition with other sector of Guandules might 
make them more engaged in the activity.  
 
One of the interesting aspects of the meeting was that a local moneylender was present in the meeting. 
He charges 100 pesos per day for 1000 pesos (12 days) and 2000 pesos (24 days), gaining 10% of 
interest.  According to the experiences in Colombia, people stop using the service of money lenders 
as soon as the group is mature. 
 
Action Plan  
-On Saturday, the first united Guandules group will meet and prepare themselves for the following 
week’s first saving meeting including paying for savings kit (box, pedlocks, keys and savings books)  .  
-Trainer will meet the entire group on March 27 in the church. 
-A meeting with all leaders of other sectors of Los Guandules will be organized with the help of Pastor 
to promote savings groups in April 3rd. 
 
Recommendation  
People in Los Guandules are under negative cultural and environmental influence. For the program to 
be successful, particular attention should be placed on changing people’s behaviors; helping them gain 
a sense of achievement by doing something small but concrete is one of the way to reach this goal, 
which is precisely what savings groups deals with. Once the group starts saving, the change will be 
noticed. It is recommended 1) to shorten the training period so that people can immediately get 
involved in actual saving, and 2) to make people exposed to healthy competition with neighbor 
communities will be another option to keep the interest high. 



 


